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• The dark blue line is the current period and indicates WLR being reduced. The lighter blue was the rest of 
2023 and future 2024, and the green line is beyond that.

• WLR reduction has been going well.  WLR stop sell has helped with this drop from 5 September. 1st Dec was 
the target launch of their SOTAP product, an interim solution via the copper network (available if no FTTP or 
SOGEA, SOTAP can be offered).



SOTAP for analogue is currently being promoted as a ‘Pre-digital phone line’. SOTAP allows you 
to move your WLR through a copper service when there is no fibre. It will be available to order 
outside the fibre footprint.  It requires the CP to have their broadband exchange equipment 
present and Openreach expect CP’s will be buying SOTAP through wholesalers. 



Notification of SOTAP went out 2nd November. Pricing information and contracts is 

available through the Openreach portal. SOTAP was scheduled to be launched early 

December. 



• The trials have now stopped. Openreach have been ceasing some circuits. Vast majority of ceases planned have gone through. 
Openreach have started billing again on FTTC. CP’s have also raised their own ceases - Openreach can’t raise a cease order 
themselves. They have been getting their property CP to raise migration orders. 

• What’s next? – there are still orders in the Openreach systems and working to get these through and some internal discussions 
of what to do with the remaining assets from the trial areas (could be more cessations). 



• Timeline and events of the pilot are displayed on the right-hand side. The most recent changes 
that came back is the consultation response that happened to the wider program. 

• Due to the feedback Openreach received through the consultation, CP’s have been 
communicating that there is a lot to still to do. 

• Openreach decided to take out two exchanges in the pilot to give CP’s more breathing space and 
time to implement changes. The 2 exchanges taken out have been moved in line with the phase 
1 timeline which has an exit date of December 2027.  



CP’s have signed up and agreed to not undertake any non-voluntary migrations until they are 
confident that vulnerable people are being protected of the migration, and have set out a list of 
measures to ensure this
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